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ABSTRACT

Neuroimaging studies have revealed a number of regions in the human brain that respond to faces. However, the way these regions interact is a matter of current debate. The aim of this study was to use fMRI to define face-selective regions in the human brain, and then determine how these regions interact in a large population of subjects (n=72). We found consistent face-selectivity in the core face regions of the occipital and temporal lobes (FFA, OFA, STS). Face-selectivity extended into the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), precuneus (PCu), superior colliculus (SC), amygdala (AMG) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). We found evidence for significant functional connectivity between the core face-selective regions, particularly between the OFA and FFA. However, we found that the covariation in activity between corresponding face regions in different hemispheres (e.g. right and left FFA) was higher than between different face regions in the same hemisphere (e.g. right OFA, right FFA). Although functional connectivity was evident between regions in the core and extended network, there were significant differences in the magnitude of the connectivity between regions. Activity in the OFA and FFA were most correlated with the IPS, PCu and SC. In contrast, activity in the STS was most correlated with the AMG and IFG. Correlations between the extended regions suggest strong functional connectivity between the IPS, PCu and SC. In contrast, the IFG was only correlated with the AMG. This study reveals that inter-hemispheric as well as intra-hemispheric connections play an important role in face perception.
Models of face perception propose a network of regions in the brain that are involved in different aspects of face processing. These regions have been subdivided into a core and an extended system (Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai, 2008). The core system comprises regions in the occipital and temporal lobes, such as the occipital face area (OFA), the fusiform face area (FFA) and the superior temporal sulcus (STS). The OFA is proposed to have a feed-forward projection to both the STS and the FFA. The connection between the OFA and STS is thought to be important in processing dynamic changes in the face that are important for social interactions, whereas the connection between the OFA and FFA is important for the representation of invariant facial characteristics that are used for recognition (Hoffman & Haxby, 2000; Andrews & Ewbank, 2004; Winston et al., 2004).

The extended face-processing system includes regions such as the amygdala, inferior frontal gyrus, intraparietal sulcus, orbitofrontal cortex and anterior temporal regions (Haxby et al., 2000; Fairhall & Ishai, 2007). However, the way that the core regions interact with the extended regions is not fully understood. One model suggests that the core regions interact with the extended regions through two parallel routes: one from the FFA to the anterior temporal lobe, and another from the STS to the amygdala and other regions in the extended system (Haxby et al., 2000). However, another model suggests that the flow of information between the core and extended systems is mediated primarily through the FFA (Fairhall & Ishai, 2007; Ishai, 2008).

The first objective of this study was to examine which regions in the brain respond to faces in a large population of participants. Although many studies have shown that regions in
the core system are face-selective, it is not clear whether all regions in the extended system are face-selective or are merely recruited by the face processing system (Ishai, 2008; Wiggett & Downing, 2008; Berman et al., 2010). Our second objective was to determine how these face-selective regions are connected. To examine the functional connectivity between regions, we removed the stimulus driven activity that was used to define the location of face-selective regions in the first part of this study and correlated the remaining or residual time-courses between face regions (see Norman-Haignere et al., 2012). This method is slightly different to psychophysiological interactions (PPI) in that PPI looks at modulation in the activity of the stimulus driven activity, whereas this approach examines the modulation of the residual activity. Therefore, this can be thought of as an extension of resting state connectivity in which correlations between regions, independent of a response to stimuli, are examined (Biswal et al., 1995; Margulies et al., 2010). The benefit of this technique over resting state analysis, is that it allows additional information (connectivity) to be extracted from a standard fMRI experiment. Further, this approach allows correlations between the time-courses as a function of condition to be examined, and thereby provide further support for functional connectivity between regions (Friston et al., 1997; Hampson et al., 2004).
METHODS

Participants

Data was collected from 72 participants (44 females; mean age, 25) who had taken part in previous fMRI experiments (Andrews et al., 2010a,b; Davies-Thompson et al., 2009). All observers were right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written consent was obtained for all participants and the study was approved by the York Neuroimaging Centre Ethics Committee.

Stimuli

There were five stimulus conditions: faces, bodies, inanimate objects, places, and scrambled images of the former categories. Figure 1 shows examples of the stimuli used. Face images were taken from the Psychological Image Collection at Stirling (PICS; http://www.pics.psych.stir.ac.uk). Face images varied in identity, gender, viewpoint (frontal, ¾ view) and expression (neutral, happy, speaking). Body images were taken from a body image collection at Bangor (http://www.bangor.ac.uk/~pss811/), and contained clothed male and female bodies without heads in a variety of postures. Images of places consisted of a variety of unfamiliar indoor scenes, houses and buildings, city scenes, and natural landscapes. Stimuli in the object condition consisted of 40 images of different inanimate objects including tools, ornaments, and furniture. Fourier-scrambled images were created by randomizing the phase of each two-dimensional frequency component in the original image, while keeping the power of the components constant. Ten images from each of the four stimulus categories were scrambled for this condition.
All images (approx. 8° x 8°) were presented in grey scale and were back-projected onto a screen located inside the magnetic bore, approximately 57cm from participants’ eyes. Images from each stimulus condition were presented in blocks. Within each block, an image was presented for 700ms followed by a 200ms fixation cross. There were 10 images in each block, resulting in a block length of 9s. Stimulus blocks were separated by a 9s grey screen with a central fixation cross. Each condition was repeated four times in a counterbalanced design resulting in a total of 20 stimulus blocks per scan. Participants were required to monitor all images for the presence of a red dot that was superimposed on one or two images in each block. Participants were required to respond, with a button press, as soon as they saw the image containing the target. The target could appear in any location on the image, and was counterbalanced across conditions. We found no effect of stimulus condition on reaction times (F(4,160) = 1.52, P = 0.20) or percent correct (F(4,160) = 0.84, P = 0.50) suggesting that subjects were not significantly faster or more accurate at responding to the target in any of the conditions.

**Imaging Parameters**

The experiment was carried out using a GE 3 Tesla HD Excite MRI scanner at the York Neuroimaging Centre (YNiC) at the University of York. An 8 channel, phased-array head coil (GE, Milwaukee) tuned to 127.4 MHz was used to acquire MRI data from the whole brain. A
gradient-echo EPI sequence was used to collect data from 38 contiguous axial slices. (TR 3s, TE=25ms, FOV 28 * 28 cm, matrix size = 128 * 128, voxel size = 2.1875 * 2.1875 mm, slice thickness 3 mm). These were co-registered onto a T1-weighted anatomical image (1 x 1 x 1 mm) from each participant. To improve registrations, a T1-weighted image was taken in the same plane as the EPI slices.

**fMRI analysis**

*Pre-processing*

Statistical analysis of the fMRI data was carried out using FEAT (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl; Smith et al., 2004). The initial 9s of data from each scan were removed to minimize the effects of magnetic saturation, and slice-time correction applied. Motion correction was followed by spatial smoothing (Gaussian, FWHM 6mm) and temporal high-pass filtering (cut off, 0.01 Hz). The functional data were transformed onto a high-resolution T1-anatomical image before being co-registered onto a standard brain (ICBM152).

*Face-selective regions*

Regressors for each condition in the GLM were convolved with a gamma hemodynamic response function, and four face-selective contrasts were run on each participant: (i) faces>scrambled, (ii) faces>places, (iii) faces>objects, (iv) faces>bodies. Individual participant data was then entered into a higher level group analysis using a mixed effects design (FLAME, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Contrasts were resel corrected for multiple comparisons (P < 0.05).
Core regions of interest (ROIs) were defined individually for each participant in EPI space by taking a 27 voxel mask around the peak of each ROI from the average statistical map (P < 0.001, uncorrected), and the responses in each ROI averaged across the voxels. We also defined the parahippocampal place area (PPA) as a control, non face-selective region using the contrast places>faces. This region was defined by the individual level. Because it was not always possible to reliably define regions from the extended system at the individual level, these regions were defined from a higher level group analysis (P < 0.05, resel corrected) using a mixed effects design (FLAME, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). To determine how these regions interact with the core face-selective regions, 27 voxel masks were drawn at the peak of each region of interest at the group level, and were transformed back into the EPI coordinates for each participant. These regions included: the right and left amygdala (AMG), the right intraparietal sulcus (rIPS), the right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG), the right superior colliculus (rSC), and the right precuneus (rPCu). An ROI size of 27 voxels (0.4cm³) was chosen to capture the peak voxels at the individual level, whilst also allowing for slight variation in the location of face-selective regions at the group level. Further, previous findings suggest 0.3 - 0.8cm³ to be optimal for detecting differences between stimulus conditions in the core face selective regions (Fox, Iaria, & Barton, 2008).

Connectivity between face-selective regions

In order to assess functional connectivity between regions, we first removed any stimulus-driven activity, as two regions will appear highly correlated if both are driven by the stimulus in parallel through a common input. As such, this analysis with stimulus-driven activity removed is
orthogonal to the whole-brain GLM analysis. The stimulus-driven activity was removed through two steps (Fig. 2A): First, the stimulus-driven activation as modelled in the GLM analysis was removed, resulting in a residual time series response for each participant (see Norman-Haignere et al., 2012, for a similar approach). Second, to capture any remaining stimulus-driven response that might not be fully accounted for by the hemodynamic model, the residual time series response from each region was averaged across all participants. The group average residual time series was then used as an additional regressor and the first-level analysis repeated. This generated a second residual time course. A group average of the new residuals revealed no consistent response across participants (Fig. 2A).

Correlations between the second residual time-courses were then run for each pair of regions in each participant (Fig. 2B). To determine whether the regions share a selective variance, we conducted partial correlations between face-selective regions of interest, entering the residual time-course of a control region (PPA) as a random variable. Correlation values were then converted to Fisher’s z-values before being entered into statistical tests. Finally, to determine how the correlations between the residual time-courses of the core face-selective regions were affected by the stimulus category that was being viewed, we extracted the time-courses when each stimulus condition was presented (for example, all blue data points in Figure 2 from the face condition) and entered these data into a correlation. To take into account the delay of the MR response, we removed a data point (1 TR) from the start and the end of each stimulus block.
RESULTS

Face-selective regions

Figure 3 shows regions in the brain that were more responsive to faces compared to other non-face objects (p<0.05, resel corrected for multiple comparisons). The peak locations of the core and extended regions can be seen in Table 1. The core face-selective regions, fusiform face area (FFA), occipital face area (OFA) and superior temporal sulcus (STS) can be clearly identified in Figure 3A. Recent studies using high-resolution fMRI have reported that there may be more than one face-selective patch along the fusiform gyrus (Pinsk et al., 2009; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010). However, due to anatomical variability across subjects and their spatial proximity, these regions are unlikely to be differentiated in a group analysis. In addition to the core regions, a number of other face-selective regions were identified. Figure 3B shows the location of six regions showing a greater response to faces than the other object categories. These were bilateral amygdala (lAMG, rAMG), the right intraparietal sulcus (rIPS), the right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG), the right superior colliculus (rSC), and the right precuneus (rPCu).

At the group level, the proportion of significant face-selective voxels was greater in the right hemisphere (84% of all face-selective voxels, 77.6 cm$^3$) compared to the left hemisphere (16%, 14.4 cm$^3$).

[Figure 3 and Table 1 near here]
Connectivity between face-selective regions

Correlations between core regions

Next, we determined the connectivity between face-selective regions in the core system. To do this, face-selective regions were defined for each participant (% participants: rFFA: 94%, lFFA: 82%, rOFA: 72%, lOFA: 74%, rSTS: 79%, lSTS: 29%). Figure 4 shows the mean correlations between the residual time-courses of the core face-selective regions. First, we examined connectivity between corresponding face-selective regions in the left and right hemisphere. We found strong inter-hemispheric correlations for each face-selective region FFA (Zr = .63), OFA (Zr = .71), and STS (Zr = .49). To determine whether these were significantly higher than the intra-hemispheric correlations, we compared the correlation between the corresponding left and right regions (i.e. lFFA-rFFA) to the averaged within hemisphere correlations (i.e. lFFA-lOFA, lFFA-lSTS, rFFA-rOFA, rFFA-rSTS). Inter-hemispheric correlations were significantly higher than the intra-hemispheric correlations for the FFA (Zr = .63 > .37; t(55) = 7.88, P < 0.001), OFA (Zr = .71 > .38; t(41) = 7.81, P < 0.001), and STS (Zr = .49 > .20; t(19) = 7.86, P < 0.001).

Next, we examined the intra-hemispheric correlations between the core face-selective regions. One-sampled t-tests showed significant correlations (as compared to 0, P < 0.001 corrected for multiple comparisons) between the residual time-courses of all the core regions: OFA-FFA (left: Zr = .53; right: Zr = .46), OFA-STS (left: Zr = .17; right: Zr = .12), FFA-STS (left: Zr = .27; right: Zr = .18). Paired-samples t-tests showed no differences between intra-hemispheric
correlations in the right and left hemisphere (OFA-FFA: $t(34) = 1.77$, $P = 0.09$, OFA-STS: $t(10) = 0.89$, $P = 0.39$, FFA-STS: $t(17) = 0.77$, $P = 0.45$). Next, we compared the strength of the correlations between pairs of regions. We found significantly greater correlations between the OFA-FFA as compared to both the OFA-STS (left: $t(13) = 5.01$, $P < 0.001$; right: $t(40) = 7.63$, $P < 0.001$) and FFA-STS (left: $t(13) = 3.31$, $P < 0.01$; right: $t(40) = 5.37$, $P < 0.05$). The correlations between the FFA-STS were significantly greater than that the OFA-STS in the right hemisphere ($t(40) = 3.02$, $P < 0.005$), but not in the left hemisphere ($t(13) = 1.97$, $P = 0.07$).

To validate our functional connectivity analysis, we performed a separate analysis to ensure that all stimulus-driven activity was removed from the residual time-series. Rather than calculating correlations between ROIs within participants, correlations in this control analysis were calculated between random pairs of participants e.g. OFA (participant1) – FFA (participant2). Unlike the positive values generated by the within-participant correlations (Fig. 4A), none of the control correlations across participants were significantly different from 0 (Fig. 4B).

To determine how the correlations between the residual time-courses of the core face-selective regions were affected by the stimulus category that was being viewed, we repeated the correlation on different segments of the time-course (Fig. 5). A 2x5 ANOVA (Hemisphere, Condition) for the OFA-FFA revealed an effect of Condition ($F(4,136) = 4.41$, $P < 0.005$), but no effect of Hemisphere ($F(1,34) = 2.61$, $P = 0.12$) or an interaction ($F(4,136) = 0.47$, $P = 0.76$). In
the right hemisphere, a 1x5 ANOVA for OFA-FFA showed an effect of Condition (F(4,196) = 9.74, P < 0.001) which was caused by increased correlations when faces (Zr = .68) were presented as compared to all other conditions (bodies: Zr = .48, t(49) = 4.11, P < 0.001; objects: Zr = .37, t(49) = 5.01, P < 0.001; places: Zr = .43, t(49) = 4.09, P < 0.001; scrambled: Zr = .38, t(49) = 5.26, P < 0.001). In the left hemisphere, there was also an effect of Condition between the OFA-FFA (F(4,176) = 2.67, P < 0.05), which was caused by higher correlations when faces were presented (Zr = .65) compared to bodies (Zr = .52, t(44) = 2.29, P < 0.05) and scrambled images (Zr = .45, t(44) = 3.52, P < 0.001), but not relative to objects (Zr = .53, t(44) = 2.00, P = 0.05) or places (Zr = .53, t(44) = 1.84, P = 0.07). There were no significant effects of Condition on the correlations between residual time-courses of the OFA-STS (F(4,40) = 0.22, P = 0.92) or the FFA-STS (F(4,68) = 1.09, P = 0.37).

To determine if the increased correlations during face blocks could be due to the residuals being greater in face relative to non-face blocks, we compared the absolute summed residuals during face blocks to the absolute summed residuals during non-face blocks. Paired-samples t-tests (across subjects) showed no difference between the size of the residuals when faces were viewed as compared to non-face blocks for any region (p-value range: 0.27 - 0.98, no corrections).

[Figure 6 near here]
Correlations between core regions and extended regions

Despite the significant face-selectivity shown in the group analysis (see Fig 3), only 21% of the extended regions could be identified at the individual participant level (% participants: rAMG: 19%, IAMG: 15%, rIPS: 25%, rIFG: 32%, rSC: 8%, rPCu: 28%). Accordingly, the extended regions were defined from masks defined from the group analysis and transformed back into the EPI coordinates for each participant. Figure 6 shows the correlations between the core regions (FFA, OFA, STS) and the extended regions (AMG, IPS, IFG, SC, PCu). A 2-way ANOVA (Core, Extended) revealed that there was a significant effect of Core region (F(2,80) = 47.47, P < 0.001) and a significant effect of Extended region (F(4,160) = 94.77, P < 0.001) on the correlations between regions. The effect of Core region was due to higher correlations with the OFA (Zr = .37) and FFA (Zr = .37) compared with the STS (Zr = .17). The effect of the Extended regions was due to higher correlations in the IPS (Zr = .49), PCu (Zr = .36) and SC (Zr = .45) compared to the AMG (Zr = .16) and IFG (Zr = .04). There was also an interaction between Core and Extended region (F(8,320) = 73.40, P < 0.001). To determine how each core region interacts with each extended region and to determine how these interactions were influenced by stimulus condition, a 2-way ANOVA (Core, Condition) was used for each extended region.

The IPS showed a significant effect of Core region (F(2,80) = 98.26, P < 0.001). This was due to larger correlations between OFA-IPS compared to the FFA-IPS (Zr = .92 > .47; t(49) = 7.74, P < 0.001) and STS-IPS (Zr = .92 > .10; t(41) = 15.46, P < 0.001). The correlation between the FFA-IPS was also greater than STS-IPS (Zr = .47 > .10; t(54) = 9.91, P < 0.001). We also found a significant effect of Condition (F(4,160) = 3.63, P < 0.01) and an interaction between Core region and Condition (F(8,320) = 1.97, P < 0.05). OFA-IPS correlations were higher for faces (Zr =
1.06) compared to places ($Z_r = .93$; $t(51) = 2.43$, $P < 0.05$) and scrambled images ($Z_r = .84$; $t(51) = 4.29$, $P < 0.001$). FFA-IPS correlations were greater for faces ($Z_r = .61$) compared to bodies ($Z_r = .51$, $t(67) = 2.10$, $P < 0.05$), objects ($Z_r = .44$, $t(67) = 3.23$, $P < 0.005$), places ($Z_r = .50$, $t(67) = 2.21$, $P < 0.05$) and scrambled images ($Z_r = .45$, $t(67) = 3.78$, $P < 0.001$). There was no influence of Condition on the STS-IPS correlations.

Correlations with the precuneus showed a significant effect of Core region ($F(2,80) = 31.74$, $P < 0.001$). This was due to larger correlations between FFA-PCu ($Z_r = .52$) compared to the OFA-PCu ($Z_r = .41$; $t(49) = 3.44$, $P = 0.001$) and STS-PCu ($Z_r = .14$; $t(54) = 9.77$, $P < 0.001$). The correlation between the OFA-PCu was also greater than STS-PCu ($t(41) = 6.00$, $P < 0.001$). We also found a significant effect of Condition ($F(4,160) = 3.13$, $P < 0.05$). The effect of Condition was due to higher correlations for faces ($Z_r = .42$) and bodies ($Z_r = .43$) compared to objects ($Z_r = .36$) and places ($Z_r = .35$). There was no interaction between Core region and Condition ($F(8,320) = 0.73$, $P = 0.67$).

Correlations with the superior colliculus showed a significant effect of Core region ($F(2,80) = 56.83$, $P < 0.001$). This was due to larger correlations between FFA-SC compared to the OFA-SC ($Z_r = .78 > .50$; $t(49) = 5.31$, $P < 0.001$) and STS-SC ($Z_r = .78 > .12$; $t(54) = 11.78$, $P < 0.001$). The correlation between the OFA-SC was also greater than STS-SC ($Z_r = .48 > .12$; $t(41) = 8.65$, $P < 0.001$). We also found a significant effect of Condition ($F(4,160) = 4.44$, $P < 0.005$). The effect of Condition was due to higher correlations for faces ($Z_r = .54$) compared to bodies ($Z_r = .51$), objects ($Z_r = .49$), places ($Z_r = .49$) and scrambled ($Z_r = .48$) images. There was no interaction between Core region and Condition ($F(8,320) = 0.51$, $P = 0.85$).
Correlations with the amygdala showed a significant effect of Core region ($F(2,80) = 7.08, P < 0.001$). This was due to higher correlations between the STS-AMG ($Zr = .22; t(41) = 3.94, P < 0.001$) and FFA-AMG ($Zr = .18; t(49) = 3.16, P < 0.005$) compared to the OFA-AMG ($Zr = .10$). There was no difference in the correlations between STS-AMG and FFA-AMG ($t(54) = 1.35, P = 0.18$). There was a significant effect of Condition ($F(4,160) = 3.42, P < 0.05$). The effect of Condition was due to higher correlations for faces ($Zr = .21$) and bodies ($Zr = .20$) compared to objects ($Zr = .13$) and places ($Zr = .15$). There was no interaction between Core region and Condition ($F(8,320) = 0.64, P = 0.75$).

Correlations with the IFG showed a significant effect of Core region ($F(2,80) = 33.56, P < 0.001$). This was due to larger correlations between STS-IFG compared to the FFA-IFG ($Zr = .22 > -.01; t(54) = 8.68, P < 0.001$) and OFA-IFG ($Zr = .22 > -.06; t(41) = 6.15, P < 0.001$). The FFA-IFG and OFA-IFG correlations were not significantly greater than 0. There was no effect of Condition ($F(4,160) = 0.36, P = 0.84$) nor was then an interaction between Core region and Condition ($F(8,320) = 0.70, P = 0.69$).

Correlations between extended regions

Figure 7 shows the correlations between residual time-courses in the extended regions. One-sampled t-tests showed significant correlations (as compared to 0, $P < 0.005$) between the residual time-courses of all extended regions, with the exception of correlations between the IFG and the IPS, PCu and SC. The highest correlations between the extended regions were between the PCu-SC ($Zr = .68; t(71) = 26.26, P < 0.001$), PCu-IPS ($Zr = .45; t(71) = 17.58, P <
The only region that showed a significant correlation with the IFG was the AMG ($Z_r = .09; t(71) = 5.74, P < 0.001$). The AMG also showed significant correlations with the IPS ($Z_r = .13; t(71) = 7.00, P < 0.001$), the PCu ($Z_r = .19; t(71) = 7.68, P < 0.001$), and the SC ($Z_r = .16; t(71) = 6.70, P < 0.001$).

Next, we determined whether the pattern of correlations was affected by the stimulus condition using a 1-way ANOVA (Condition). There was an effect of Condition for correlations between the PCu and the AMG ($F(4,284) = 3.04, P < 0.05$). This was due to the correlations being greater when faces were being viewed as compared to places ($Z_r = .24 > .10, t(71) = 3.27, P < 0.005$). There were no other significant effects of stimulus condition between the other extended regions.
The aim of this study was to determine which areas in the human brain respond selectively to faces and to determine the functional connectivity between these regions in a large population of participants. We found evidence for functional connectivity between all the core face-selective regions. However, we found that corresponding core regions in different hemispheres were more connected with each other than with core regions in the same hemisphere. Our results also suggest that there is marked variability in the connectivity between the core and extended regions. The OFA and FFA showed stronger connectivity with the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), precuneus (PCu) and superior colliculus (SC). In contrast, the STS showed more functional connectivity with the amygdala and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).

**Face-selective regions**

The locations of the core face-processing regions (FFA, OFA and STS) were consistent with those described in previous studies (Andrews & Ewbank, 2004, Berman et al., 2010; Downing et al., 2006; Fox et al., 2009; Hoffman & Haxby, 2000; Kanwisher et al., 1997). We also found significant face-selectivity in the right IFG (see also Chan & Downing, 2011; Scalaidhe et al., 1999; Tsao et al., 2008; Vignal et al., 2000) and the right IPS. Although the role of these areas in face processing remains unclear, they have both been implicated in models of attentional control (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) and in the mirror neuron system (Iacoboni and Dapretto, 2006). The amygdala is known to be involved in the perception of facial expressions (Breiter et al., 1996; Morris et al., 1996; Phillips et al., 1997; Vuilleumier et al., 2001), but it has not been clear whether this region is face-selective. Our results clearly show that the amygdala has a
significant selective response to faces. We also found other regions that showed face-selective responses: the precuneus (a region on the medial surface of the parietal lobe). This region overlaps with a region that has been referred to as posterior cingulate cortex - PCC (Gschwind et al., 2012). Again it is not clear what role the precuneus plays in face processing, but it has been associated with memory and visual imagery (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006) and in retrieving episodic memories associated with faces (Gobbini & Haxby, 2007). Finally, we found significant face-selective activity in the superior colliculus. This region is known to play an important role in orienting movements of the head and eyes (Sparks, 1999), so it is possible that this selectivity may reflect planning or execution of eye movements associated with face images (Yarbus, 1967).

Connectivity between face-selective regions

Models of face processing propose that the OFA has a feed-forward projection to the FFA and STS (Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai, 2008). Our results provide clear support for a functional connection between the OFA and FFA. To further establish the functional nature of the connectivity between the OFA and FFA, we determined whether the correlations between the residual time-courses in these regions were influenced by the stimulus that was presented. We found an increased correlation between the OFA and FFA when participants viewed faces, as compared to any other stimuli, providing further support for a face-selective connection between these regions. The evidence for functional connectivity between the OFA and FFA is consistent with a recent DTI study showing strong connectivity between these regions (Gschwind et al., 2012). Although these results provide support for a functional connection
between the OFA and FFA, this does not rule out the possibility that the FFA receives input from other sources. For example, prosopagnosic patients, with lesions that affect the OFA, continue to show activity in the FFA (Rossion et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006).

We also found evidence for a functional connection between the OFA and STS and between the FFA and STS (see also, Fairhall & Ishai, 2007; Li et al., 2010; Turk-Browne et al., 2010). However, the correlations between the residual time-courses of the OFA-STS and FFA-STS were not significantly increased when participants viewed faces compared to other non-face objects. A reason for the absence of face-selective connectivity between the STS and the other core face regions could be the face images that were used in this study. It is likely that functional connectivity with the STS would be affected by face images if they are more salient for social communication (see Ethofer et al., 2011).

Although models of face processing propose that information from the core face-selective regions is relayed to an extended face processing network, they differ on which areas are functionally connected (Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai, 2008). We found significant differences in the functional connectivity between the core and extended face-selective regions. The residual time-courses from the OFA and FFA correlated most with the IPS, PCu and SC. In contrast, the residual time-courses of the STS correlated more with the AMG and IFG (see Ethofer et al., 2011). We also found evidence for significant functional connectivity between regions in the extended network. The residual time-courses in the IPS, PCu and SC all showed significant correlations. In contrast, the IFG was only significantly correlated with the AMG. Together, these results suggest that the OFA and FFA are involved in a network involving the IPS, PCu and SC. In contrast, the STS shares functional connections with the IFG and AMG. Future studies
using DTI will be necessary to determine whether these functional connections are based on
direct structural links (see Gschwind et al., 2012).

Models of face processing have focussed on the intra-hemispheric connections between
regions. However, we found high correlations between the time-courses of response between
corresponding face-selective regions in the left and right hemisphere. Indeed, the correlation in
response was greater between corresponding face regions in different hemispheres than
between different face regions in the same hemisphere. These data fit with other studies that
have shown highly correlated responses between equivalent regions in each hemisphere
(Kleinschmidt et al., 1994; Biswal et al., 1995; Lowe et al., 1998; Cordes et al., 2000; Nir et al.,
2006; Salvador et al., 2005). This functional connectivity is likely to be mediated by the corpus
callosum, as damage to this commissure dramatically reduces correlated MR-activity across the
hemispheres (Quigley et al., 2003). The implication of these findings is that models of face
processing should take account of inter-hemispheric as well as intra-hemispheric connections.

In conclusion, we found evidence for functional connectivity between the core face-
selective regions. However, we found that the functional connectivity between corresponding
face regions in different hemispheres was greater than the connectivity between face regions
within a hemisphere. We also found evidence for functional connectivity between face-
selective regions in the core and extended system. However, the degree of connectivity varied
between regions. In sum, these results provide a framework for understanding how different
regions in the brain interact to process information in faces.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core system</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFA</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-82</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-82</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extended system</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMG</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFG</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior colliculus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-64</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-53</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Peak MNI coordinates of face-selective (and control) regions from the averaged face contrast. Core face-selective regions and the control (PPA) region were defined at the individual level; extended regions were defined at the group level and transformed back to the individual level.
**Figure 1.** Examples of stimuli from face and non-face stimulus conditions. Top – Bottom: Faces, Bodies, Objects, Places, Scrambled Images.

**Figure 2.** Correlating residual activity between face-selective regions. (A) The GLM model removes the stimulus driven activity from the timecourse. The residual activity was then averaged across participants to ensure there was no remaining stimulus driven activity. (B) The residuals were then entered into a correlation analysis to determine functional connectivity between pairs of face-selective regions.

**Figure 3.** Average face-selective statistical map thresholded at p<0.05, (corrected for multiple comparisons) showing: (A) Location of core face-selective regions (FFA: fusiform face area, OFA: occipital face area, STS: superior temporal sulcus) across subjects in a whole brain analysis; (B) Location of other regions showing face-selectivity (IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, IPS: intra-parietal sulcus, PCu: precuneus, SC: superior colliculus, AMG: amygdala). Numbers indicate MNI coordinates of slices.

**Figure 4.** (A) Average correlations (Pearson’s $r$ transformed into Fisher’s $z$) in the residual time-courses between core face-selective regions within participants. This shows significant inter-hemispheric correlations between corresponding face regions (lFFA-rFFA, lOFA-rOFA, lSTS-rSTS) and strong intra-hemispheric correlations between the OFA and FFA. (B) Average correlations in the residual time-courses between core face-selective regions across participants. The absence of significant correlations between regions in this analysis shows that the correlations in (A) are specific to each individual and do not reflect any global trend.

**Figure 5.** The effect of stimulus condition on the average correlation between the residual time-courses of different core face-selective regions. Correlations between the OFA-FFA were significantly increased when faces were presented.

**Figure 6.** Average correlations (Pearson’s $r$ transformed into Fisher’s $z$) in the residual time-courses between the core regions and extended regions. This shows strong correlations
between the OFA/FFA and the IPS, PCu and SC. In contrast, the STS was more strongly correlated with the AMG and IFG.

Figure 7. Average correlations (Pearson’s $r$ transformed into Fisher’s $z$) in the residual time-courses between the extended regions across all subjects. This shows significant correlations between the IPS, PCu and SC.